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Massachusetts Vehicle Check Program Kicks Off 
Vehicle Maintenance Initiative (VMI)
The Massachusetts Vehicle Check Program announced the beginning of the Vehicle 
Maintenance Initiative (VMI) for prospective and current Registered Emissions Repair 
Technicians in March 2012.  Because Registered Repair Technicians have the training and 
experience to repair vehicles with emission failures, Massachusetts Vehicle Check strongly 
encourages motorists to select Registered Emissions Repair Shops when their vehicle fails 
the emissions test.

 f Benefits of Becoming a Registered Emissions Repair Technician
There are several reasons to participate in the VMI. First, your business will receive free 
advertising.  If a vehicle fails its emissions test, a list of nearby Registered Repair Shops 
that employ Registered Emissions Repair Technicians is displayed on the Vehicle Inspection 
Report (VIR). When you register your shop, you can enhance your business’ listing on the 
VIRs with a 100-character customized message including information such as your hours of 
operation, the makes of vehicles you repair, or the service associations your business belongs 
to. Motorists can also use the program’s website to find phone numbers and directions  
to your Registered Repair Shop.  
Second, only repairs made by a Registered Repair Technician count 
toward an emissions waiver or economic hardship repair extension.  
Therefore, your services will be in demand by any motorist who is 
seeking either a waiver or a hardship extension.  Third, Registered 
Repair Technicians have access to the 12 Motorist Assistance Centers 
(MACs) distributed around the Commonwealth. MACs are equipped 
with specialized diagnostic equipment and chassis dynamometers, 
used by MAC National Institute for Automotive Service Excellence 
(ASE) L-1 Certified master technicians to assist Registered Repair Technicians diagnose  
vehicles that have problems getting ready for testing or passing the OBD emissions tests.

 f  Prospective Registered Emissions Repair Technicians
If you want to become a Registered Emissions Repair Technician, you must meet the following  
registration, certification, and training requirements to become and stay registered:
1.  Application.  To apply to become either a gasoline or diesel Registered Emissions  

Repair Technician, please print and send in a Registered Emissions Repair  
Technician application form, which can be downloaded from the program website:   
www.massvehiclecheck.state.ma.us/inspection_forms.html.  Even if you have previously  
submitted an application to Parsons, you need to complete a new application.

2.  ASE Certification.  You must keep your ASE L-1, L-2, or L-1 and A9 Certifications current 
with Parsons.  Submit copies of your certifications with your application.  If you allow 
any of these certifications to lapse, your registration will be deactivated.  

3.  Mass Module Training. The Mass Module is a free on-line course designed to teach automotive  
repair professionals what they need to know to become Massachusetts Registered Emissions 
Repair Technicians. It provides specific information relevant to the Massachusetts Vehicle 
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Check Program. The Mass Module includes a proficiency 
exam; you must take and pass this open-book 50-question 
exam with a score of 100 percent.  If you do not pass the 
exam, then you will not be registered.

4.  OBD Diagnosis and Repair Training.  The On-board 
Diagnostics (OBD) Diagnosis and Repair Training Course 
is designed for automotive repair professionals who are 
seeking to become Massachusetts Registered Emissions 
Repair Technicians. The course provides foundational 
information relevant to the diagnosis and repair of OBD-
equipped vehicles. This mandatory course consists of 28 
hours of instruction (20 hours of classroom lecture and  
written examination and eight hours of hands-on training).  
This training course will cost $600 and will be offered at 
Motorist Assistance Centers (MACs) with either day or 
night course hours (see the Spring 2012 schedule below).

5.  Ongoing Training.  Once you have become registered, 
you are required to attend one four-hour ongoing training 
module every year to retain your registration. Parsons will 
offer quarterly ongoing training modules related to 
vehicle emissions diagnosis and repair. These ongoing  
training courses will cost $150 each and will  
be held at Motorist Assistance Centers (MACs) around 
the Commonwealth. If you do not attend at least one 
ongoing training module each year, then your registration  
will be deactivated.

Once you have submitted your application to Parsons, 
please visit http://www.massvehiclecheck.state.ma.us/
inspection_mass_module.html and begin to review the 
introduction and the four modules. To take the Mass 
Module Exam, you will need to log in using your repair 
technician number and personal password. If you have met 
the ASE certification requirements, Parsons will process 
your application and mail you this information.
OBD Diagnosis and Repair Training Classes will be offered 
in April and June according to the schedule below. Parsons 
will offer additional classes based upon demand. Space is 
limited to 20 students per class.
Once you have completed both the OBD Diagnosis and 
Repair Training and the Mass Module, you will be a 
Registered Emissions Repair Technician. The Massachusetts 
Vehicle Check Program will then contact you on a quarterly 
basis to invite you to the offered ongoing training modules.

VMI Begins March 2012
(Continued from page 1)

 f  Current Registered Emissions Repair Technicians
If you are already a Registered Emissions Repair Technician, 
you must meet the following certification and training 
requirements to remain registered:
1.  ASE Certification.  You must keep your ASE L-1, L-2, or 

L-1 and A9 Certifications current with Parsons. If you 
allow any of these certifications to lapse, your registration  
will be deactivated.

2.  Mass Module Training. The Mass Module is a free online 
course designed to teach automotive repair professionals  
what they need to know to become Massachusetts 
Registered Emissions Repair Technicians. It provides  
specific information relevant to the Massachusetts Vehicle 
Check Program. The Mass Module includes a proficiency 
exam; you must take and pass this open-book 50-question  
exam with a score of 100 percent within six months of 
the date you are notified of the exam’s availability. If 
you do not pass the exam within six months, then your 
registration will be deactivated.

3.  Ongoing Training.  You are required to attend one four-hour 
ongoing training module every year to keep your registration  
current. Parsons will offer quarterly ongoing training 
modules related to vehicle emissions diagnosis and 
repair. These courses will cost $150 each and will be 
held at Motorist Assistance Centers (MACs) around 
the Commonwealth. The Massachusetts Vehicle Check 
Program will contact you on a quarterly basis to invite 
you to ongoing training modules so that you can complete  
your ongoing training requirement. The first training  
module will be offered the week of May 14, and is 
described on page two of this newsletter. If you do not 
attend at least one ongoing training module by March of 
each year, your registration will be deactivated.  

To complete the first training requirement, please visit the 
Mass Module Home Page at http://www.massvehiclecheck.
state.ma.us/inspection_mass_module.html. To take the Mass 
Module Exam, you will need to log in using your repair  
technician number and personal password, which Parsons 
has mailed to you. Once you log in, please follow the directions  
to take the exam.
Please contact our Registered Repair Coordinator at  
(781) 794-2961 if you have any questions about these training  
requirements, the Mass Module Exam, the OBD Diagnosis and 
Repair Training Course, or the Ongoing Training Modules.

Shrewsbury MAC (Night Class)

Monday-Thursday, April 9-12: 6:00-9:00 PM  
Classroom Training
Monday-Tuesday, April 16-17: 6:00-9:00 PM  
Classroom Training
Wednesday, April 18: 6:00-8:00 PM  
Classroom Training/Exam
Saturday, April 21: 8:00 AM- 5:00 PM  
Hands On Training

Shrewsbury MAC (Day Class)

Monday, Wednesday, June 11, 13:  
8:00 AM-5:00 PM  
Classroom Training
Monday, June 18: 8:00 AM-12:00 PM  
Classroom Training/Exam
Wednesday, June 20: 8:00 AM- 5:00 PM  
Hands On Training 

Braintree MAC (Day Class)

Tuesday, Thursday, June 12, 14:  
8:00 AM-5:00 PM 
Classroom Training
Tuesday, June 19: 8:00 AM-12:00 PM  
Classroom Training/Exam
Thursday, June 21: 8:00 AM- 5:00 PM  
Hands On Training 

Spring 2012 OBD Diagnosis and Repair Training Schedule



In January 2012, the Massachusetts Department of 
Environmental Protection (MassDEP) and Department 
of Transportation (MassDOT) Registry of Motor Vehicles 
Division (RMV) issued a two-year contract extension for 
the state’s enhanced vehicle emissions testing and safety 
inspection program. The extension will begin on October 
1, 2013.

Parsons Commercial Technology Group Inc. will continue to 
manage the day-to-day operations of Massachusetts Vehicle 
Check for MassDEP and MassDOT/RMV, supporting a 
statewide network of more than 1,900 inspection stations 
and 300 registered emissions repair shops.  Parsons will 
also continue operating 12 conveniently located Motorist 
Assistance Centers (MACs) to provide advice to motorists, 
technical assistance to repair technicians, help with getting 
vehicles “ready” for testing after emissions repairs, vehicle 
evaluations for repair waivers and economic hardship 
extensions, and vehicle testing quality assurance. 

“Customer service is number one at the Registry,” said 
Registrar of Motor Vehicles Rachel Kaprielian. “In this 
case, customers will benefit from the extension of the 
Massachusetts Vehicle Check Program because it allows 
vehicle owners the continued convenience of taking their 
vehicles to familiar neighborhood inspection stations.” 

Passenger cars, trucks, and SUVs 15 years old and newer, as 
well as model year 2008 and newer medium-duty vehicles,  
will continue to undergo annual on-board diagnostic (OBD) 
emissions testing.  Diesel-powered vehicles over 10,000 
pounds Gross Vehicle Weight Rating not equipped with OBD 
systems will continue to undergo annual opacity emissions  
testing. All motorized vehicles – including passenger 
vehicles, commercial vehicles and trailers, and motorcycles 
– will continue to undergo annual safety inspections. 

“Parsons Commercial Technology Group has managed 
the Massachusetts Vehicle Check Program well and we are 
pleased to award Parsons with a contract extension,” said 
MassDEP Commissioner Kenneth L. Kimmell. “As a result 
of this extension, the program will continue protecting both 
the air quality in the Commonwealth and motorist safety 
for an additional two years.” 

In accepting the extension, Tom Nesbit, Parsons Vice 
President and Program Manager, said, “The Parsons team 
is pleased to continue providing exceptional program  
management and customer services to the Commonwealth’s 
motorists, inspection stations and inspectors, registered 
emission repair shops and technicians, as well as the  
program’s oversight agencies.”

All current Registered Emissions Repair Technicians are 
required to attend one four-hour on-going training module 
each year to maintain their registration in the Massachusetts 
Vehicle Check Program. Ongoing training modules will be 
presented quarterly at four Motorist Assistance Centers 
(MACs) located throughout the Commonwealth and will 
cost $150.

The first Registered Emissions Repair Technician ongoing 
training seminar will be offered from 6:00 PM to 10:00 PM 
at the following MACs:  Medford (May 14), Fall River (May 
15), Shrewsbury (May 16), and West Springfield (May 16).

This ongoing training module will focus on Exhaust Gas 
Recirculation (EGR) Diagnostic Trouble Codes (DTCs). 
Since the Massachusetts Vehicle Check Program began, 
more than 28,000 vehicles have failed the on-board  
diagnostics (OBD) inspection with at least one EGR DTC. 
The training will concentrate on effective diagnostics and 
repair of vehicles that have failed their emission inspection 
with EGR DTC problems.

To be scheduled for training, you must submit payment to 
Parsons by check or credit card.  Please call our Registered 
Repair Coordinator at (781) 794-2961 to register for a class 
and make payment. Space is limited to 35 per class, so it 
is important to sign up as quickly as possible. Maps and 
directions will be provided upon request.

Commonwealth Extends Vehicle Inspection Program

Ongoing Training for Registered Repair Techs Begins May 2012
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G Truglia instructed repair technicians about OBD II Fuel 
System Problems at the Medford Motorist Assistance Center 
on October 17, 2011. 
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The Beverly MAC received a request 
for assistance through the MAC referral 
process for a 2004 Nissan Titan pickup 
truck struggling to reset its on-board 
diagnostics (OBD) monitors to “ready.” 
The vehicle initially failed with one 
evaporative diagnostic trouble code 
(DTC). The owner authorized the 
evaporative repairs, and the repairer 
cleared the DTC. This also reset the 
vehicle monitors from “ready” to “not 
ready.” The vehicle owner returned to 
the inspection station multiple times attempting to have 
the vehicle re-inspected. On each occasion, the vehicle had 
an insufficient number of monitors “ready” to allow the 
inspection to proceed, even though the vehicle had been 
driven approximately 5,000 miles since the repairs were 
completed.
2004 model year vehicles can have no more than one OBD 
monitor “not ready” to enable the vehicle’s re-inspection to 
proceed. After the third unsuccessful attempt to re-inspect 
with insufficient monitors “ready,” the vehicle was referred 
to a MAC. Once a vehicle has received a MAC Referral 
inspection result, it cannot finish the inspection process 
until the owner contacts the nearest MAC.
The inspector advised the owner to call the motorist hotline,  
which resulted in the scheduling of an appointment for  
the vehicle at the Beverly MAC. Karl Hering, the Beverly 
MAC L-1 repair technician, evaluated the pickup truck.  The 
malfunction indicator light (MIL) was not on, and there were 
no stored or pending DTCs. However, the engine coolant  
temperature (ECT) value displayed on the diagnostic scan 
tool was not correct. Even after extended idling in the bay, 
the ECT reading would not exceed the value provided in 
the published enabling criteria for this vehicle.
Since incorrect ECT values may prevent OBD monitors from 
running, Hering advised the motorist to have his cooling  
system diagnosed and repaired.  Two weeks later, the 

Karl Hering,
Beverly 
MAC L-1 

Motorist Assistance Center (MAC) 
Success Story

motorist informed the MAC L-1 that the truck’s thermostat 
had been replaced, the truck had been driven the prescribed 
drive cycle provided by his repair shop, but the evaporative  
and oxygen sensor monitors still had not been reset to 
“ready.” Hering requested that the motorist return to the 
MAC for further evaluation.
When the motorist brought the vehicle back to the MAC, 
Hering confirmed that the ECT reading requirement was 
now within original equipment manufacturer (OEM)  
specifications, so the cooling system was no longer a reason 
that the monitors would not run. There were still no stored 
or pending DTCs, so Hering drove the truck on the MAC’s 
dynamometer using the OEM prescribed drive cycle while 
he monitored scan tool data. 

While the truck was driven at steady cruise, the bank one 
fuel system was not able to achieve proper fuel control. 
Hering observed the powertrain control module (PCM) 
stepping the bank one short term fuel trim (SHRTFT1) from 
0 to +25 and back to 0 in an attempt to obtain fuel control; 
the PCM was trying to get the oxygen sensor to respond.  By 
comparison, the bank two short term fuel trim (SHRTFT2) 
was acceptable, so the problem was isolated to bank one.

(Continued on page 7)

OBD Monitor Status
Inspection 
Sequence Catalyst Evap Sec Air O2 Sensor O2 Sensor 

Heater EGR Inspection  
Result

Initial Test Ready Ready Unsupported Ready Ready Unsupported Fail with DTC

Retest 1 Ready Not Ready Unsupported Not Ready Ready Unsupported Turnaway

Retest 2 Ready Not Ready Unsupported Not Ready Ready Unsupported Turnaway

Retest 3 Ready Not Ready Unsupported Not Ready Ready Unsupported MAC Referral

Nissan Model 2004 Titan
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Q: How do you keep up with changes in vehicle technology  
and emerging technologies? 

A: Our L-1 technician, Dom Xavier, attends school each 
week and keeps up with emerging technologies. He is 
one of the most sought after Registered Repair Techs in 
the area! We also attend the New England Automotive 
Trade Shows at the Mohegan Sun and Boston 
Convention and Exhibition Center.  One of our favorite 
shows to attend is run by one of our major suppliers, 
LaCava & Sowersby Auto Parts, and is held every year 
in Swansea. 

Q: How has having a Registered Repair Technician (RRT) 
on staff helped your business? 

A: Having an RRT on staff, as part of the Massachusetts 
Vehicle Check Program, has helped our station 
immensely. There’s not a day that goes by that someone  
doesn’t call with an emissions failure, or who was 
referred to our RRT by vendors and colleagues we 
do business with. Dom, our L-1 technician, is usually 
booked one week in advance. His service provides a 
healthy portion of our mechanical repair revenue.

Q: Are there any repairs that are unique to spring  
roadway conditions? 

A: Here in New England, it’s been a pretty mild winter, 
and we haven’t gotten much snow. As a result of that, 
many motorists may have not changed over to snow 
tires. This time of year their tires might be bald, and we 
often see a lot of worn edges. If this is the case, motor-
ists should go into a shop and get their tires tested and 
replaced if necessary. 

Q: What are some of your most challenging vehicle repairs? 
A: Some of our most challenging repairs come with  

computerized vehicles that have multiple check engine 
codes stored.  Once we have repaired those codes, a few 
more codes appear. You really don’t know if you have 
addressed all of the codes until the customer drives 
away and the monitors turn back on. We tell motor-
ists not to panic about their monitors, and when they 
return, we check them a second time for free.

Q: How do you advertise your business? 
A: Fall River is a closely-knit community, made up of a lot 

of families. Therefore we’ve had a strong following for 
years, and most of our business is from word-of-mouth 
and repeat customers. We’re also in the Yellow Pages 
and rely a lot on coupons. However, this year, we may 
launch an Internet marketing campaign.

(Continued on page 7)

Q: What services does Dave’s Tire and Auto Service offer?
A: We offer complete auto repairs. This includes tune-ups,  

brake and exhaust checks, as well as flush and replace-
ment of engine oil, transmission, brake, antifreeze and 
power steering fluids.   

Q: How many owners does your business have? What are 
the roles and responsibilities of each? 

A: Dave’s Tire and Auto Service has three owners: Keith 
and Everett Mello and me.  As service manager, Keith 
oversees the mechanics. I’m the sales manager and in 
charge of the front counter, including coordinating the 
alignment guys and tire technicians.  Everett is the shop’s 
general manager and he ensures that all operations  
are running smoothly.  

Q: How many employees do you have?
A: We have a total of 15 employees. Within our team, we 

have: one licensed vehicle inspector; four mechanics; 
two tire technicians; two alignment technicians and a 
host of other employees.

Q: How did the three owners meet and decide to open Dave’s 
Tire and Auto Service?  

A: The three of us have always worked within the automotive  
industry. Keith ran a gas station on the south side of 
town. Everett has also held various automotive careers 
over the years.  The three of us met when we were all 
working at McCreary Tire & Auto Service Center, also 
in Fall River. In 1989, we walked in as managers to what 
was formerly Dave’s Tire. Two years later, we took over 
the business when the previous owner was looking  
to retire. 

Owning and Operating Dave’s Tire and Auto since 1991 are,  
from left to right: Everett Mello, General Manager; John Cormier, Sales 
Manager; Keith Mello, Service and Parts Manager. 

Inspection Update Profile
John Cormier, Sales Manager, Dave’s Tire and Auto Service, Inspec-
tion Station and Registered Repair Shop, Fall River, MA ★
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Inspection Procedure Reminders
 f Commercial Vehicle Inspection Reminders

Effective October 1, 2008, commercial vehicles, trailers 
and converter dollies are subject to the Massachusetts 
Commercial Vehicle Inspection (CVI). This inspection 
is equivalent to the annual United States Department 
of Transportation (DOT) Federal Motor Carrier Safety 
Administration (FMCSA) inspection. Vehicle owners that 
obtain a Massachusetts CVI are not required to obtain an 
annual DOT FMSCA inspection in addition to the CVI.

The Registry of Motor Vehicles reminds all inspectors of the 
following CVI requirements:

A truck with a gross vehicle weight rating (GVWR) over 
10,000 pounds with a commercial plate that is used for 
personal uses requires a CVI. A truck over 10,000 pounds 
GVWR with a passenger plate that is used for personal use 
does not require a CVI.

A single rear wheel truck in commercial use requires a CVI 
when one of the following conditions is met:

•  the GVWR or gross combination vehicle weight rating 
(GCVWR) of the truck is greater than 10,000 pounds;

•  the vehicle is designed to transport more than 15 pas-
sengers, including the driver; or

•  the vehicle is used in the transportation of hazardous 
materials in a quantity requiring placarding in accor-
dance with the DOT Hazardous Materials Regulations.

A commercially-used trailer requires a CVI when either

•  the trailer has a manufacturer’s gross vehicle weight 
rating over 3,000 lbs; or 

•  the gross combination weight rating of the truck and 
trailer is over 10,000 pounds.

Finally, commercial vehicle inspectors are required to sign 
(and thereby certify) all CVI vehicle inspection reports 
(VIR) whether the vehicle passed or failed the inspection. 
Otherwise, the VIR is not valid. 

In the next Inspection Update Newsletter, look for a review 
of the CVI brake inspection requirements. 

 f  Kit Car and Specialty Vehicle Inspection  
Reminders

In 2010, the Massachusetts Legislature passed a law defining  
four specialty vehicle categories to ensure that modified older 
vehicles and so-called “kit cars” would be appropriately  
registered, titled, and inspected before being driven on the 
state’s roads:  

•  Street Rod: Built before 1949, but with modifications to 
materials or design. 

•  Custom Vehicle: Built after 1948 and at least 25 years 
old, with modified materials or design. 

•  Replica Vehicle: A kit car that replicates an earlier year, 
make, and model vehicle. 

•  Specially-Constructed Vehicle: A kit car that does not 
replicate or resemble any other manufactured vehicle.

All four categories of vehicles are exempt from emissions 
control and testing requirements as long as they are correctly  
titled and registered by April 30, 2012.  Street Rods and 
Custom Vehicles will remain exempt after that date, but 
all kit cars considered Replica and Specially-Constructed 
Vehicles registered after then will need to meet emissions 
requirements and may also have to be tested annually.

At the time of titling and registration, all kit cars are assigned 
new model years and issued new Vehicle Identification 
Numbers (VINs). The model year listed on a kit car’s  
registration should be used when entering vehicle information  
into a workstation at the start of an inspection (regardless  
of what model year the vehicle may resemble), but the 
emissions control and testing requirements that apply 
are determined by the model year of the vehicle’s engine. 
MassDEP is currently in the process of revising its  
regulations accordingly.  

In other words, regardless of the model year on a kit car’s 
registration, if it was built using an engine from a model 
year that is subject to OBD emissions testing, then it will 
receive the same test as other vehicles from that model 
year.  If the engine is from a model year no longer subject to  
OBD testing requirements, then it will be exempt from the 
emissions test.  

(Continued on page 7)

This flow chart can help inspectors determine if a trailer is required 
to have a Commercial Vehicle Inspection.
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The PCM must be able to maintain fuel control on both 
engine banks in order for the vehicle’s catalytic convertor 
to operate efficiently. Under normal operating conditions, 
short term fuel trim value changes of no greater than ±10 
are acceptable.  Therefore, Hering concluded that the PCM 
was not able to achieve fuel control on bank one, no matter 
the amount of fuel added to the engine.

Hering reviewed the scan tool data further and noticed a 
strange oxygen sensor bank one (O2B1S1) signal. At steady 
cruise, the voltage was approximately 0.15 volts (V) with only 
downward spikes, rather than the expected pattern of an up 
and down signal crossing the 0.5V threshold. At idle, the 
O2B1S1 signal returned to a somewhat normal pattern. The 
motorist returned to his repair shop with this information  
for further diagnosis. The repair shop inspected the bank 
one oxygen sensor wiring and component, and replaced 
the oxygen sensor. As a result, the truck completed all of 
the OBD monitors after a five-mile drive, and the owner’s 
pickup truck successfully passed its inspection.

For repair technicians, the lesson from this case is to be sure 
that all enabling criteria are being checked under the operating  
conditions during which the monitors are expected to run. 
In this case, the enabling criteria to set the oxygen sensor 
and evaporative monitors included highway cruising.  If 
OBD monitor data was checked with the truck simply 
idling in the bay, the scan tool would likely have shown 
an engine in closed loop and a somewhat normal oxygen  
sensor voltage reading. With no DTCs set or pending, repair 
technicians could have easily dismissed this oxygen sensor 
reading as a possible cause.

The fault detection logic in modern vehicle PCMs is excellent,  
but repair technicians need to guard against allowing the 
PCM to do all of the thinking. This truck had two distinct 
problems that kept the monitors from completing, but  
neither problem was setting a DTC. In all likelihood, as the 
weeks and months went by, the faulty oxygen sensor would 
have degraded and finally coded, but with an expired  
rejection sticker, this motorist did not have time to wait for 
that to happen.

The program’s goal is for everyone to work collaboratively 
towards a resolution. This was a great learning experience 
for the MAC and the repair shop. By teaming together, the 
MAC L-1, the motorist and the repair shop achieved the 
desired result: a passing inspection sticker.

MAC Success Story
(Continued from page 4)

Inspection Reminders
(Continued from page 6)

Do not be surprised if a Replica or Specially-Constructed 
Vehicle that is newly built, was just brought into 
Massachusetts from another state, or has recently undergone  
a change in ownership is referred to a Motorist Assistance 
Center (MAC).  This is done to ensure that all titling, regis-
tration, and emissions testing requirements are addressed.  

If you have any questions or need any assistance during 
the inspection process for these vehicles, please call the 
Technical Helpdesk at (877) 834-4677.

 f Studded Tire Reminder

Studded tires are permitted on vehicles, but only from 
November 1 through April 30.  Vehicles with studded snow 
tires that are being inspected between May 1 and October 
31 should be rejected.

Inspection Update Profile 
(Continued from page 5)

Q: What is your business motto?  
A: “Think of Service, Think of Dave’s” is our motto. We 

always strive to provide good service to the customer, 
make them feel comfortable, and be honest. We pride 
ourselves on honesty and our integrity. We may build 
our clientele a little more slowly but we hold onto our 
customers because they trust us.

Scan tool snapshot of 2004 Nissan Titan at steady cruise. Bank one 
fuel schedule value is alternating between 0 and +25 while bank two 
fuel schedule value is alternating ±6 from the baseline.  Bank one 
oxygen sensor one is showing only downward spikes from 0.15V, 
which is not the expected pattern.
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For period 10/01/2011 to 12/31/2011

Massachusetts Vehicle Check Program At A Glance

Program at a Glance Count  Failure Rate

Non-Commercial Safety Inspections 1,003,983 5.7%

Commercial Safety Inspections 35,332 5.1%

7D Safety Inspections 5,325 3.1%

OBD Emissions Inspections 828,577 7.4%

Opacity Emissions Inspections 20,721 2.0%

Emissions Waivers Issued 2 

Repair Hardship Extensions Issued 20 

Hotline and Training Statistics Count 

Motorist Calls Received 3,545 

Inspection Station Calls Received 7,912 

Initial Non-Comm. Inspectors Trained 341 

Initial Commercial Inspectors Trained 59 

Initial 7D Inspectors Trained 0 

Initial Motorcycle Inspectors Trained 15 

Enforcement Statistics Count 

Violations Issued to Inspectors 81

Violations Issued to Stations 103

Inspector Privileges Revoked 1

Inspector Required to Retrain 1

Inspectors Suspended 31

Stations Suspended 37

Penalties Assessed $63,000

Licensed Stations Count

Class A Stations 1,208

Class B Stations 178

Class C Stations 30

Class D Stations 288

Class E Stations 9

Reg. Emissions Repair Shops 303


